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ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY
Italian Trade Agency Headquarters
Via Liszt, 21- 00144 Rome, Italy - e-mail: arredamento.artigianato@ice.it - www.ice.gov.it
Italian Trade Agency Miami Ofﬁce
1 SE 3rd Avenue, Suite 1000 - Miami, FL 33131
Tel: (305) 461-3896 - Fax: (786) 497-8900 - e-mail: miami@ice.it
www.italtrade.com/countries/americas/usa/miami.htm - www.ice.gov.it/paesi/america/statiuniti
in cooperation with:

ADDITIONAL ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY OFFICES IN THE USA
Italian Trade Agency Chicago Ofﬁce
401 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 3030 - Chicago, IL 60611
Tel: +1 312 670 4360 - Fax: +1 312 670 5147
e-mail: chicago@ice.it - www.italtrade.com

Italian Trade Agency Los Angeles Ofﬁce
1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 350 - Los Angeles CA 90067
Tel: +1 323 879 0950 - Fax: +1 310 203 8335
e-mail: losangeles@ice.it - www.italtrade.com

Italian Trade Agency Houston Ofﬁce
1300 Post Oak Blvd, Suite 660 - Houston, TX 77056
Tel: +1 281 888 4288 - Fax: +1 281 974 3100
e-mail: houston@ice.it - www.italtrade.com

Italian Trade Agency New York Ofﬁce
33 East 67th Street - New York, NY 10065
Tel: +1 212 980 1500 - Fax: +1 212 758 1050
e-mail: newyork@ice.it - www.italtrade.com

THE ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY-ITA
The Italian Trade Agency - ITA is the Government agency that supports the globalization
of Italian ﬁrms, implementing the strategies of the Ministry of Economic Development.
The Italian Trade Agency - ITA helps to develop, facilitate and promote Italian economic and
trade relations with foreign countries, focusing on the needs of SME’s, their associations and
partnerships.
The Italian Trade Agency - ITA sustains Italian ﬁrms in their internationalization processes, in the
marketing of Italian goods and services while promoting the “Made In Italy’ image around the
world, and it is directly involved in attracting foreign direct investments.
The Italian Trade Agency - ITA provides information, support and consultancy
to Italian companies on foreign markets, promoting and fostering exports and cooperation
in all areas - industry (consumer and capital goods), agricultural technology and agri-food,
services, and training - with the aim of increasing and making more effective their presence on
international markets.
The Italian Trade Agency - ITA works closely with the Italian Regions, the network of the Italian
Chambers of Commerce, business organizations and other public and private entities.
The Italian Trade Agency - ITA headquarters is in Rome and its network of ofﬁces around the
world act as “Trade Promotion Ofﬁces and/or Sections” of the Italian Embassies or Consulates.
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ANTONIO LUPI DESIGN S.P.A.
Via Mazzini 73/75 - 50050 Stabbia - Cerreto Guidi (FI) Italy
Tel +39 0571 586881 - Fax +39 0571 586885
lupi@antoniolupi.it - www.antoniolupi.it
Sales manager: Fabrizio Zago

antoniolupi is a Tuscan company that since more than
sixty years has distinguished itself on the Italian and
International markets for their bathroom furnishings
projects. A reality that continues to develop due to
investments in technology and creativity as well as
collaboration with international architects and designers
such as Carlo Colombo, Nevio Tellatin, Domenico de
Palo, Mario Ferrarini, and the capability of design and
innovation. High quality product, customer care and
a vast assortment of collections offered are the key
elements that together with a deep passion for work
guide the Lupi family in their choices. The tailor made
production allows adaptability of each product to the
ﬁnal clients needs.

Materials: Cristalplant, Flumood®, stainless steel
Work techniques: Molding (bathtub Eclipse and sink Ago85),
numerical controlled mechanical processing
(overhead shower Azimut and Mayday)
Products: Bathtub Eclipse (cristalplant), Sink Ago85,
Overhead shower Azimut, Overhead shower Mayday
Year of establishment: 1950
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BMT
BMT S.R.L.
Via delle Fabbriche 2 - 61020 Montecalvo in Foglia (PU) Italy
Tel +39 0722580407 - Fax +39 0722580385
info@bmtbagni.it - www.bmtbagni.it
Sales manager: Stefano Caricari

Forty years of success: the company, in fact, was born
in 1971, when Messrs. Merli and Tomassini opened
a factory of furniture accessory. Subsequently, the
production diversiﬁed in the current bathroom furniture.
The company exports in 15 countries and the trend
is growing as a further conﬁrmation of the quality
of its products.
The production was enhanced by the opening
of the new factory of 10,000 square meters with
a remarkable economic investment, in which the
furniture are produced with the most advanced
technologies to guarantee the highest quality
standards. These systems allow at the same time
to obtain reﬁned solutions of bathroom accessories
at competitive prices without compromising
the quality.

Materials: In MDF, 18 mm thick, laser-lacquered edging
in all 50 Mat or Glossy colours, 6 Ekomalta versions,
or 11 variations of Laminated Essence
Work techniques: The entire productive cycle of BMT’s bathroom
furniture takes place in Italy, under the attentive eye of qualiﬁed
professionals
Products: For the design BMT turns to Italian architects who work
out sole and patented designs, creating absolute design lines
Year of establishment: 1971
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BUSATTI S.R.L
Via Mazzini, 14 - 52031 Anghiari (AR) Italy
Tel +39 0575 788 0123 - Fax +39 0575 789 819
busatti@busatti.com - www.busatti.com
Sales manager: Michelangelo Formica

Busatti weavers in Tuscany since 1842 produces fabrics,
decorative soft goods and home textiles including
bedding, decorative pillows, towels, quilts, throws,
window treatments, loungewear, kitchen, dining
and bath textiles also custom made.

Materials: 100% natural ﬁbers: 100% linen,
100% cotton and 60% linen 40%cotton
Work techniques: Jacquard and Ratière
Products: Bedding, decorative pillows, towels, quilts, throws,
window treatments, loungewear, kitchen, dining and bath textiles
Year of establishment: 1842
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CHI DESIGN S.R.L.
Via Lima, 53 - 00198 Roma Italy
Tel +39 06 8913 3970-69
info@chi-design.it - www.chi-design.it
Sales manager: Marta Cortesani: +39 3775500831
m.cortesani@chi-design.it

The haute couture of carpets.
Chi Design is a 20 years’ experience Italian
manufacturing Company. With its headquarter
in Rome and its wide range of expert designers
and manufacturers to serve all most discernings
needs, the Founder and Ceo Davide de Santis leads
his Company as a Family, passionately and utmost
careful, working jointly coordinating with his
right - hand Marta Cortesani.
By partnering with some of the most important
International Designers, Chi Design conceives
any piece inspiring on the steadfast Italian Style
to provide enrichment and charm to every
prestigious space covered.
Providing a reﬁne and precious product is a ﬁrm
proposition and is how Chi Design creates value
in ways beyond the numbers.
To whom bears in mind the cult of underneath
his feet, Chi Design has became the choice
for an élite crowd.

Materials: Silk, Bamboo, Nz wool, Viscose, Mohair, Cotton
Work techniques: Handtufted / Handknotted
Products: Bespoke
Year of establishment: 1985
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ANIMACONTEMPORANEA S.A.S. di Ercole Laura & C.
Via San Silvestro, 13 - 38050 Roncegno Terme (TN) Italy
Tel +39 0461 771052
info@ercole1958.com - www.ercole1958.com
Sales manager: Laura Ercole

ERCOLE is a new brand that creates small furniture
and decorative objects rooted in the Italian design
tradition characterized by enduring beauty, functionality
and craftsmanship perfectly fused together. The aim
is to deliver simple and clever design using traditional
techniques with a modern approach working with
artisans and forward thinking Italian creators. Evolving
to reﬂect how we live today, the needs to improve
our quality of life and bringing us closer to our peers.
Our name ERCOLE is a tribute to the family company
founded in 1958 and its heritage in handcrafted
innovative design using original combination of natural
materials. Valuable products where you can recognize
the passion that is gone into creating them:
bespoke, one of a kind and small limited series.

Materials: Hard Italian timber, Bohemian glass
Work techniques: A mix of technology and craftsmanship
Handcrafted woodworking, small scale CAD/CAM production
Mouth blowing for glass, hand painting and hand decoration
on glass, glass cutting
Products: Vases, oil lamps, centrepieces, candleholders
Year of establishment: ERCOLE is a brand new name of 2018
creating small home furniture and decorative accessories based
in North Italy, branch of a family business established in 1958
14
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F.A.L.C. S.R.L.
38071 - Fraz. Cares Comano Terme (TN) Italy
Tel +39 0465 701767 - Fax +39 0465 701113
info@falcsalotti.it - www.falcsalotti.it
FALC SALOTTI NEW YORK BY IGD DESIGN LLC
530 W 25th street - suite 504 - New York, NY 10001
info@italiangreendesign.com - www.italiangreendesign.com
Sales manager: Elisa Ciocca: +1 (646) 8959430

FALC SALOTTI, Fabbrica Artigiana Salotti, has been
producing custom-made sofas, sofa beds, beds, armchairs
for over thirty years, combining craftsmanship with taste.
We are based in the north of Italy, in the Dolomites.
All creations are designed in every detail, paying
particular attention to the quality of materials,
functionality and aesthetics to satisfy both the classic
and the modern taste. Craft production guarantees
to our customers the possibility to interpret its living
spaces in the most unique way, thanks to highly
customized solutions in design, shapes, colors
and use of fabrics.
Our philosophy is: Relax, you are in good hands!
The modular fabrication of each element, coupled
with the peculiarity of being handmade, allows the
widest range of structural and dynamic combinations.

Materials: Wooden back, rigid polyurethane foam, goose down,
elastic bells, solidwood frame, metal feet, fully-removable covers
Work techniques: We produce handcrafted sofas:
both our fabric and leather are cut and sewn by hand...
Products: Sofas, sofa bends, armchairs
Year of establishment: 1989
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GYFORM S.R.L.
Via Al Sarca, 7 - 38094 Porte di Rendena (TN) Italy
Tel +39 0465 801041 - Fax +39 0465 801041
info@gyform.it - www.gyform.it
Sales manager: Gasperi Fabrizio

Leading company in North Italy in the beautiful scenery
of the Dolomites, Unesco heritage, Gyform has been
committed, since 1957, to produce design upholstered
furniture with full respect for the environment. Thanks
to its long and important history, Gyform continues
today to combine quality, technology and design. In the
new green factory covering an area of 10.000 sq.mt.,
a showroom is entirely dedicated to customers and
experts. Over 85% of Gyform’s production is nowdays
exported all over the world. Our latest collection
and best-selling products can be seen in the biggest
international exhibitions, such us “I Saloni” in Milan
and IMM Cologne in Germany.

Materials: Solid wood frames, ﬁlling in high density foam
and feather; covering in cow leather or in fabric
(most are eco-friendly materials)
Work techniques: Electronic cutting of leather and fabrics;
all other production phases are manual
Products: Gyform produces sofas and armchairs covered
in leather or in fabric; modern style, high quality
Year of establishment: 1957
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IXOOST S.R.L.
Via Corletto Sud, 320 - 41126 Modena (MO) Italy
Tel +39 059 5962120 - Fax +39 059 5961940
info@ixoost.it - www.ixoost.it
Sales manager: Giovanni Panini: giovanni@ixoost.it

iXOOST is the one and only Company in the world
which creates bespoke sound systems by using genuine
exhausts from Formula 1 Racing Teams and Supercars
(patented technology), 100% Made in Italy.
Every iXOOST is handmade and tailor-made in Modena,
the heart of the Italian Motor Valley.
The customer has the possibility to choose the preferred
F1 exhaust and the colour of each component, making
of it a one-off piece. Pure design.
Our products allow our customers to listen to the music
as a normal stereo, by connecting any device with a
Bluetooth or RCA connection (Smartphone/Tablet,
Android or Apple).

Materials: Different materials on our various models:
Aluminum, carbon ﬁber, wood, steel, rubber
Work techniques: Turning, welding, wood and aluminum
manufacturing and coloring, carbon ﬁber forged
Products: ESAVOX for Automobili Lamborghini model,
OTTO model, XiLO model, Radial 6 model, XiLO Scuderia model
Year of establishment: 2012
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OPIFICIO SERICO FIORENTINO S.R.L.
Via Martiri della Libertà, 42 - 10131 Torino (TO) Italy
Tel +39 0119298670 - Fax +39 0119297037
info@lopiﬁcio.it - www.lopiﬁcio.it
Sales manager: Jessica Boriani

l’Opiﬁcio, established in Turin since 1998, design
and produce textile and soft furnishing collections
for interiors. Known all over the world for the excellent
quality, l’Opiﬁcio is guided by the brothers Paola,
Barbara and Federico. Italian tradition and style
are the bases of the company philosophy. An entirely
formaldehyde free product 100% Made in Italy with
a quality without compromise is the result. l’Opiﬁcio
fabrics and velvets collections are already distributed
in more than 40 countries in the world.

Materials: Textile
Work techniques: Jacquard
Products: Fabrics, Velvets, Soft Furnishings
Year of establishment: 1998
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BIANCOPERLA S.R.L.
Via Firenze, 230 - 51039 Quarrata (PT) Italy
Tel +39 573739549 - Fax +39 573739755
info@biancoperla.eu - graﬁca@biancoperla.eu
www.biancoperlaitaly.it - www.simandsnc.it
Sales manager: Andrea Sali

The LOFT Collection by BiancoPerla is inspired
by an industrial environment brought back to life,
leaving all the signs of a laboratory of ideas.
This is exactly the essence of the LOFT Collection:
the lived experience. Pure dyed linen in garment,
left crumpled and enriched with luxury ﬁniture
and lively fringed cut.
Vivid and dusty colors from the treatment,
communicate a contemporary and metropolitan style.
Welcome to BiancoPerla’s LOFT home.

Materials: Linen, Cotton, Wool, Cachemire, Silk
Work techniques: Garment dyed, Lace ﬁniture, Hand,
machine embroidery
Products: Forniture for bed, kitchen and bathroom
Year of establishment: 2012
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MADE A MANO S.R.L.
Via Modica Manfredi, 4/c - 95041 Caltagirone (CT) Italy
Tel +39 0933 58189 - Fax +39 0933 53482
info@madeamano.it - www.madeamano.it
Sales manager: Luigi Salamone

MADE A MANO SRL, an exclusively Italian company,
conceived and created by ROSARIO PARRINELLO
without branches or subsidiaries, it has various
showrooms around the world, including NEW YORK.
The business was founded 45 years ago, evolving
over time to become a solid reality today.
Working with design brands in close collaboration,
the hand-made work of the company takes care of the
manufacturing and decoration of ceramic tiles and/or
Etna lava stone up to size of 3.0 x 1,5 meters glazing
according to the customer needs.
The ﬁnished item are used for custom furniture,
kitchens, bathrooms, pools, spas, shops, hotels
and luxury houses.
Made a Mano Brand of Rosario Parrinello, it is also registered
in the USA under authorities of USPTO (the United States Patent
and Trademark Ofﬁce) Serial # 86070265 - Reg. # 4722219.
All patterns are copyright © by Italian registration.
All reproduction or fake will be persecuted according to USA Law.

Materials: Etna lava stone
Work techniques: Hand made process
Products: Hand made decorated lava stone
Bespoke, size pattern and glazed colors
Year of establishment: 1994
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MARMI FAEDO S.P.A.
Via Monte Cimone, 13 - 36073 Cornedo Vicentino (VI) Italy
Tel +39 0445953081 - Fax +39 0445952889
info@marmifaedo.com - www.marmifaedo.com
Sales manager: Nicola Faedo

Since 1962, Marmi Faedo Spa has offered its exclusive
material Marmo Grolla and its expertise in the
manufacturing of natural stone from the planning
to the laying stage, customizing every solution.
The uniqueness of Grolla marble lies in its exceptional
mechanical-technical properties: low water absorption,
resistance to abrasion, to swimming pool salts and
crystallization make this marble suitable for outdoor
and indoor applications.
Marmi Faedo specializes in facades, outdoor
and indoor ﬂoors, pools, over 40 textures
for feature walls and special works in collaboration
with famous designers.
Over the years Marmi Faedo has gained an important
role for the domestic market as well as for foreign
markets, carrying out an environmentally sustainable
quarrying process.

Materials: Fossiliferous Limestone
Work techniques: CNC machine
Products: Natural stone/marble CUSTOM-MADE
and MADE-TO-ORDER products, from the design,
to the production and laying stage
Year of establishment: 1962
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METAL LUX S.N.C. di Baccega Renzo & C.
Via Piave, 35 - 35017 Frazione Torreselle (PD) Italy
Tel +39 0495746067 - Fax +39 0495746206
info@metalluxlight.com - www.metalluxlight.com
Sales manager: Rino Baccega

For over 40 years, Metal Lux has been developing,
producing and distributing decorative lighting products.
Located in Piombino Dese, in the heart of the Veneto
region’s lighting district, Metal Lux is above all a
production plant, highly specialized in the manufacture
of metal parts.
With a total indoor ﬂoor surface of 7000 sq.m., it is
equipped with machinery and equipment for bending
metal pipe and wire, as well as a state-of-the-art
galvanizing plant.
Strengths:
- Rapidity and reliability in deliveries
of catalogue products
- Flexibility and rapidity in implementing
custom projects
- Consolidated experience of safety regulations

Materials: Metal parts in copper, chrome, nikel, gold
and glass parts in various colors
Work techniques: Highly specialized in the manufacture of metal
parts, with machinery and equipment for bending metal pipe
and wire, as well as a state-of-the-art galvanizing plant.
Products: Hanging lamp, applique, cieling lamp, table lamp,
ﬂoor lamp
Year Of Establishment: 1975
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MOLINARI DESIGN S.R.L.
Via Noal, 8 - 38087 Sella Giudicarie - Fraz. Bondo - (TN) Italy
Tel +39 0465-322837 - Fax +39 0465-842006
info@molinaridesign.com - www.molinaridesign.com
Sales manager: Massimo Molinari

PASSION, research and analysis compose the platform
from which every Molinari Living product is launched.
The choice of materials is a vital step towards obtaining
a product that can boast beauty, quality, reliability
and durability, all together.
LEATHER. The starring element of each Molinari Living
product.
This traditional material is still processed using ancient
methods that ensure it, maintains its natural qualities
while exalting its beauty.
Our MISSION is to become the client’s point
of reference for excellence, the true and unique
bearer of product quality and authenticity. The pride
in making an elegant, valued and comfortable
product is one of the main distinguishing features
of Molinari living.

Materials: Vegetable tanned leather, pure or semi aniline leather
and natural fabrics
Work techniques: Hand made, high craftsmanship, haute couture
Products: Upholstered furniture for high-end home furnishing,
100% made in Italy
Year of establishment: 1987
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FRAMA MOSAICI S.R.L.
Viale Vittorio Veneto, 2 - 41124 Modena (MO) Italy
Tel +39 932963254
info@mosaicomicro.com
www.nerosicilia.com - www.mosaicomicro.com
Sales manager: Biagio Amaru’

Mosaico Micro is the only mosaic created from recycled
glass from disused TV and PC monitors.
The discarded glass, powdered and combined with
water, the only adhesive used, becomes the raw material
for moulding. It has multiple applications; indoors and
outdoors, for ﬂooring and cladding, shower trays,
swimming pools, and much more. It is special both
because of its size, and the material it is made
from: glass.
The glass powder, made from old, disused TV and
PC monitors, is moulded into “micro” mosaic tiles
(6x6x3mm). As they are not pressed, each micro-tile
is different from the next; each bears a “dynamic”
micro-surface that can be glossy, matte, velvety,
smooth or textured.
The colour of MM is another unique feature.
Each tile is a different shade of the same colour.
Once brought together to form mosaic sheets,
the tiles will cover ﬂat or curved surfaces without
interruption, lending the surface a continuous look.

Materials: Recycled glass
Work techniques: Bonding
Products: Mosaic
Year of establishment: 1999
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NEO’ S.R.L.S.
Via Dardanelli, 21 - 00195 ROMA Italy
Tel +39 06 95585631
neo.rosannacontadini@gmail.com - www.rosannaneodesign.com
Sales manager: Rosanna Contadini

NEO’ focuses on creating timeless, exclusive items that
are easy to care of and made to last.
The HOME collection includes hand knitted baskets,
pillows, poufs, rugs. All made in neoprene yarn.

Materials: Neoprene yarn
Work techniques: Hand knitting, knotting, weaving
Products: Baskets, poufs, rugs, pillows
Year of establishment: 2007
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OFFICINA DEL DESIGN by Ernesto Savinelli
Viale Degasperi, 118 - 38023 Cles (TN) Italy
Tel +39 0461 421318
info@ofﬁcinadeldesign.com - www.ofﬁcinadeldesign.com
Sales manager: Riccardo Teoldi

Ofﬁcina del Design is a craft company, the owner
Ernesto Savinelli leads a young and dynamic team
to create metal works in iron, stainless steel and more,
quality craft products to take wherever there is a
request. Our ﬂagship product are design staircases,
made with metal supporting structure and any type
of coating available on the market. Each staircase
is custom made without any limit in size, shape
or height. The service we offer starts from the design
consultancy to the architectural studios or to the ﬁnal
customer, we internally deal with the executive survey
on site, the design of the single artifact, its realization
in our factory and in many cases after the shipment
we directly take care of the installation. With this
organization in our work we also make furniture
and other metal elements.

Materials: Natural steel, stainless steel, glass, wood
Work techniques: Laser cutting, bending, calendering, welding
Products: Custom stairs, custom furniture and any other product
that is designed for metal
Year of establishment: 2009
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ISSARCH S.R.L.
Via Vannetti Donnini, 71/11-12 - 59100 Prato (PO) Italy
Tel +39 0574 054529
info@ofﬁcina-luce.it - www.ofﬁcina-luce.com
Sales manager: Leonardo Cangioli

Welcome to Ofﬁcina Luce, a luxurious brand at the
height of decorative lighting perfection.
From exquisite chandeliers and ﬂoor lamps to opulent
wall and table lamps, our team of designers lead the
industry with their stunning designs, expertly fusing
contemporary chic with traditional elegance.
Each and every one of our products is created using
the ﬁnest materials, utmost care and highest level of
traditional craftsmanship. From knowing where our
materials are sourced and using skilled craftspeople
who have cultivated wood, metals and leather for
generations, to effortlessly transforming visions into
inspirational masterpieces, our expertise knows no
bounds.
Our philosophy is simple; combining contemporary
ideas with traditional methods and materials
to create breath-taking designs.

Materials: Natural brass, solid aluminum, iron
Work techniques: Mix of traditional and modern techniques
Products: Chandeliers, ceiling lamps, suspensions, wall lamps,
table lamps, ﬂoor lamps
Year of establishment: 2014
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DELLFIN S.R.L.
Strada de la Comunità de Fiem, 8 int. 2 - 38035 Moena (TN) Italy
Tel +39 0462 574520 - Fax +39 0462 574525
info@pietradolomia.it - www.pietradolomia.it
Sales manager: Claudio Angeli: claudio@pietradolomia.it
+39 3246623609

Pietra Dolomia® is a registered trademark
of the Dellﬁn company located in Moena, Trentino, Italy.
Born of the beautiful Dolomites, an UNESCO World
Heritage Site, a natural stone geologically named
“Dolomia del Serla” is extracted from the quarry
of San Tomaso Agordino.
The stone’s natural color, a delicate blend of grays,
allows it to integrate smoothly with many other
materials: wood, steel, glass, etc. This product is both
versatile and resilient, making it suitable for indoor and
outdoor features such as stairs, ﬂooring and furnishing
accessories.
Pietra Dolomia® also has a luxury line, 100% made
in Italy, consisting of exclusive items such as plates,
trays and lighting ﬁxtures, which are designed to
enhance the stone’s natural beauty and create an
ambiance in their surroundings.

Materials: Stone (dolomite stone), Agglomerate - marble cement
Work techniques: bush-hammered ﬁnish, coated ﬁnish, brushed
ﬁnish, sandblasting, “cracked” effect, rustication, distressing
Products: Design pieces, indoor and outdoor décor elements,
kitchen and bathroom countertops, sink basins and shower trays,
interior and exterior claddings, staircases, paving, doorways, pillars
Year of establishment: 1952
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DUEELLE S.R.L.
Via Damiano Chiesa, 2 - 31044 Montebelluna (TV) Italy
Tel +39 0423 920234 - Fax +39 0423 922280
info@potaporter.com - www.potaporter.com
Sales manager: Luca Vardanega

Pot-à-Porter is an up-and-coming brand with a tradition
of Italian artisan excellence and ﬁve generations of
expertise in the terracotta and ceramic industry. Its
“mood” is represented by indoor and outdoor pots
which show how a great tradition can be given a fresh,
new contemporary look.
All Pot-à-Porter creations are unique and exclusive.
They may look similar, but no two pieces are the same.

Materials: Ceramic
Work techniques: Hand made
Production: Caramic vases - home decor
Year of establishment: 1999
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RICCA
RICCA - OR ILLUMINAZIONE
Via Taliercio, 16 - 30037 Gardigiano di Scorzè (VE) Italy
Tel 001 (310) 6013003 - Mob 001 (310) 2664035
info@riccadesign.com
468 North Camden Drive - Beverly Hills, CA - 90210 USA
Tel 001 (310) 601 3003
www.riccadesign.com - www.orilluminazione.com
Sales manager: Pierluigi Biasiolo: pierluigi@riccadesign.com

Ricca is dedicated to designing exceptional lighting
products by experimenting with materials and shapes,
challenging basic assumptions and exploring new
technologies. Ricca’s mission is to stimulate and amaze
our clients with cutting edge lighting solutions in the
tradition of Italian excellence and with the highest
quality standards. Ricca is a division of OR Illuminazione,
a family owned company dedicated to custom design
solutions since 1965.

Materials: Different Metals, glass, methacrylate, LED
Work techniques: Pressed glass, Murano blown glass,
advanced metal productions techniques
Products: Chandelier, pendant, ceiling ﬁxture, wall sconce,
table lamp, ﬂoor lamp
Year of establishment: Ricca was established in 2014
and its mother company, OR Illuminazione Srl,
was establlised in 1965
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SAN LORENZO S.R.L.
Via Privata Paolo Cézanne, 3 - 20143 Milano (MI) Italy
Tel +39 02796438 - Fax +39 02798838
info@sanlorenzosilver.it
www.sanlorenzosilver.it - www.pan999sanlorenzo.it
Sales manager: Giovanna Cacchione:
giovanna.cacchione@sanlorenzosilver.it

San Lorenzo was born in Milan in 1970 with the express
purpose of renewing the expressive language of Silver,
according to the Design principles.
San Lorenzo has renewed the history of manufacturing
silver objects by integrating the traditional skills of the
silversmith with technology borrowed from applications
outside its world and by introducing an unusual way
of looking at silver: that of the architects-designers
who are asked to create silver things, giving preference
to the nature of the material but recalling formal
conventions. The dual concept silver-design is obvious,
demonstrating the silver excellence beyond its already
known areas until the cooking utensils.
A wide range of San Lorenzo products is permanently
part of collections in the most important European
and American Museums.

Materials: Pure Silver 999/°°°, Sterling Silver 925/°°°,
Pure Silver + Pure Iron
Work techniques: Traditional silversmith craftsmanship
(spinning, embossing and chasing, engraving, melting, polishing)
and surface treatment (galvanic coating, nitriding)
Products: Silverware (living, tabletop, lifestyle, workspace),
cooking utensils, jewelry
Year of establishment: 1970
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TESSILARTE di Paola Martinetti
Via Toselli, 100 - 50144 Firenze (FI) Italy
Tel +39 055 364097 - Fax +39 055 3218147
info@tessilarte.it - www.tessilarte.it
Sales manager: Paola Martinetti

Tessilarte was created in 1947 when we started to
produce very special table linen with modern designs
and colours, absolutely extraordinary for that time.
Our colour card is composed of about 60 different
shades. Now, after more than 70 years the old hand
looms are no more weaving but still leave us a memory
of a past handcraft that you can always ﬁnd in the
Tessilarte’s production. Our articles are very special,
carefully made by the experienced hands of the highest
qualiﬁed craftsmen in Florence with Italian
made fabrics.
For our customers, who are the most high level
and more specialized home linen stores in the world,
this is the true guarantee of quality and novelty.

Materials: Linen, satin cotton, percale cotton,
jacquard satin cotton
Work techniques: Embroidery, applications, jacquard fabrics
Products: Bed linens, table linens, bath sets
Year of establishment: 1947
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UNIVERSAL E C S.R.L.
Via Lino Zanussi, 2 - 33050 Pavia di Udine (UD) Italy
Tel +39 0432 676209 - Fax +39 0432 676736
info@universalsedie.com - www.universalsedie.com
Sales manager: Luca Rossi

With an extensive experience in the furniture sector,
Universal E C srl is a reliable partner for the production
of quality furniture and items in wood.
We started our business specializing in the supply
of semiﬁnished products to various companies.
Now we offer complete solutions from product
development to ﬁnal delivery of the product
to the client.
Thanks to the cooperation with international designers,
our company produces high quality products for
residential and contract use as well as objects
in wood for niche sectors.
All our products are made entirely in our factory
in Northern Italy since 1970.
Over the years the company has improved its
environmental sustainability and today we are
sourcing the electricity we use in our production
process from our renewable energy power plants.

Materials: Wood, steel, cork, leather
Work techniques: We combine traditional wood working
technicques with more modern CNC facilities
Products: Tables, table tops, chairs, armchairs, coffee tables,
bookshelves, benches, lamps, headboards, music instrument stands
Year of establishment: 1970
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CREATIVE DIRECTION: STUDIO LA VANGUARDIA

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY
Italian Trade Commission
Trade Promotion Section of the Consulate General of Italy
1 SE 3rd Avenue, Suite 1000 - Miami, FL 33131
Tel. (305) 461-3896 - Fax. (786) 497-8900
e-mail: miami@ice.it - www.italtrade.com
Head Ofﬁce
ICE - Italian Trade Agency
Consumer Goods Ofﬁce Furniture & Handicraft
Tel: + 39 06 59921 - Fax: + 39 06 89280324
e-mail: arredamento.artigianato@ice.it - www.ice.gov.it
in cooperation with:

